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Figure 1. The tribal areas of Madagascar. While the distribution shows some effect of ge
ography, the primary impression is one of central east-coast landings and displacement
(after Bradt 1990:15).

A CURIOUS COINCIDENCE

W hile the broad outlines of Polynesian prehistory are
fairly well known, continuing surprises show that
there is much be learned. Weisler (1998), for in

stance, found volcanic materials on Henderson Island which
significantly pre-date the earliest known settlements on their
source islands of Pitcairn and Mangareva. I want to lay the
groundwork for what might be another surprise.

Given an interest in moai, and an interest in lemurs, one
will eventually notice a curious coincidence: Madagascar and
Rapa Nui - about the most widely separated islands one can
reach by sailing in tropical waters - were both settled ca AD
500 by people originally hailing from Southeast Asia. (Africans
themselves never made it to Madagascar.) The 18 tribes of
Madagascar appear to have arrived as a result of 18 independent
voyages, but whether these were single canoes or flotillas is un
known. Names for domestic animals are Kiswahili (indicating

..

only that the voyagers did not take their livestock with them,
but collected them from Africa at some point, which suggests
that they knew of this possibility before sailing). Only one tribe
stayed in Somalia long enough to pick up an appreciable num
ber of African genes.

.There was an earlier people in Madagascar, the Vazimba,
apparently also Malayo-Polynesian, who were displaced into
the center by the new arrivals. The central forest was not burned
out until about AD 1000, and the Vazimba are known in folk
lore as the guardians of the forest. Aside from that shadowy
reputation, we know nothing of them except their tombs. Given
the monsoonal wind reversals of the Indian Ocean, occasional
bidirectional contact of Vazimbas with the homeland would
have been possible, and would account for knowledge of the
location of Madagascar in Indonesia in AD 500 .

Madagascar, extending for 1500 km north to south, lies
athwart the latitude-sailing route, so it is hard to miss. The rela
tive timing of the various arrivals is not known, but the distribu

tion of tribal areas shown in Figure 1 leaves the
impression of landings aimed at the center of the
east coast, with perhaps some displacement of
first arrivals inland by later arrivals.

Eighteen independent arrivals present no lo
gistic or navigational problem, but unfortunately,
Malagasy folklore appears to remember nothing
helpful (although I confess that I have not ex
hausted the considerable ethnographic material in
French). Nonethele s, all the tribes speak dialects
of a common language, whose nearest relative is
Bomean. This is to be compared with California
(about the same size), in which 200 tribes spoke
200 mutually incomprehensible languages, indi
cating separate arrivals, a much longer habitation,
or both.

Received wisdom holds that Rapa Nui was
not reached directly from Southeast Asia, but by
island hopping, with the last departure point
somewhere much closer, such as the Marque as
or Pitcairn. Just for fun, I want to explore another
possibility, which is that Rapa Nui was settled for
the same reason that Madagascar was settled, and
at about the same time. The computer modeling
of Levison et al. (1973) suggested that the Pacific
was settled intentionally rather than randomly,
but a question remained about the reality of a
pause between Western and Eastern Polynesia.
Later modeling by Irwin et al. (1990) assumed a
coherent philosophy of 3-way trips, in which ex
ploration preceded colonization, so that many is
lands would be known, and probably visited, long
before settlement. Irwin (1992) reports reasonable
values for 'death at sea' of his model canoes, but
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he imposed 2 con traints on hi model which probably inflate
his failure rates. The minor constraint was that the canoes were
not allowed to tack to hold a weatherly cour e, but it eems to
me that any sailor who can safely negotiate a coral reef would
long since have mastered tacking, even in an asymmetric boat.

The more important constraint wa a 90-day limit on voy
ages. This might be generou if one had to carry all provi ions,
but MacIntyre et al. (1998) have already uggested that Polyne
sian ocean voyagers could live off the ea as they traveled. The
limiting factor should not be food or water, but vitamin C; this
deficiency, however, does not show up for 5 months. Such
travel was possible for 3 reasons. Firstly, there were 10 to 30
times as many fish in the ocean before 1500 AD as there are
now (MacIntyre et al. 1995), thanks to ubsequent and ongoing
extractive and unsustainable fishing practice. Secondly, fish
appreciate anything which give them a sen e of place: even
the cable mooring an oceanographic in trument in deep water
will collect a community of organi ms around it. Sessile organ
isms cling to it; fi h seem to like to keep it in sight; sharks nib
ble it experimentally. A slowly moving boat - Irwin et al.'s
(1990) model canoes ran at 4 knots (175 km/day) - will collect
an entourage which swims with it. Steve Callahan (1999), adrift
in an ill equipped raft in the Atlantic Equatorial Current, finally
figured out how to cobble together a pear adequate to take do
rados, and kept himself alive until he reached the Windward
Islands nearly 11 weeks later. Thirdly, although I have not seen
this recorded, it seems probable that Polynesians knew the trick
of squeezing raw fish to provide a ort of drinkable gazpacho,
replacing the need for fresh water. Thus there i no logi tic im
pediment to a canoe of voyagers looking for a home in AD 500,
and being directed ever onward, through Melanesia or Micro
nesia, through Polynesia, and, finally, finding Rapa Nui. Thertt
is no evidence to support such a non-stop emigration, which is
simply the extreme case of a more logical sequence.

The Orang Laut, Moken, and Bajau are three unrelated
group with a common nomad-marine or 'sea gypsy' culture,
till dwelling in outrigger houseboats in the Indonesian archi

pelago (Barnard 1996). Often stigmatized as pirates by landlub
bers, the 3 groups did not compete for marine re ources, but
occupied different eco-niches, including some use of the land.
Like the boat people who fled Vietnam during a more contem
porary di aster, people living beside the sea, and of off it, tend
to regard it a an e cape route: 'their instinct is to flee 
inevitably to the sea' (Magannon 1998).

The AD 535 Dark Sun Event destroyed at least 6 major
Southea t Asian cultures, perhaps catastrophically, perhaps
progressively in a series of cumulative misadventures. The so
cially peripheral 'sea gypsies' - perhaps most familiar to TV
watchers as the floating population of Hong Kong's Victoria
Harbor - were prepared by equipment and predilection to flee a
disaster instantaneously. Is it possible that such people left
Southea t Asia in sufficient numbers in 535 to form an outward
emigration wave which was capable of displacing existing oc
cupants of desirable real estate? Di Piazza and Pearthree
(1999) recently suggested that the Lapita people, assumed to be
ance tral Polynesians, were themselves sea gypsies traversing
Melanesia along Kirch's (1997) route across the top of the Bis
mark-Sta Cruz-Vanuatu-Fiji arc. The Lapita, covering 4500
kID in 3 to 5 centuries, performed 'the fastest known migration
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in prehistory', but if these islands were already occupied, the
535 contingent would not have stopped anywhere for very
long. Curiously, of Polynesians so far sampled for mitochon
drial DNA, only 5% have descended from a Melanesian mother
(Sykes 2001: Chap. 6), suggesting that the Lapita kept very
much to themselves during their journey.

The abandoned Polyne ian island uggest that We tern
Polynesian warfare eventually developed into an adequate
population-control measure, so that there wa no pressure to
occupy marginal territory. Perhaps Rapa Nui was known, but
there was no incentive to move there. An outward pulse in 535,
however it was propagated, might have supplied the mi ing
motivation. Oral tradition of the Rapanui describe their forefa
thers as e caping conflict; the lack of traditional colonization
re ources (at least dogs and pig; Rapa Nui is too cool for
breadfuit) supports a hasty and unplanned departure. With the
535 event driving an outward pulse, the Rapanui progenitor
need not necessarily have departed from the logical nearest
neighbors. They might have been at sea for some time, looking
for a new home, but too few to invade, and directed ever ea t
ward by existing populations. Even if Rapa Nui wa still undis
covered, those who did not have a home to return to could keep
ailing, supported by an optimism ba ed on previous experi

ence suggesting that sooner or later an island would tum up. (A
90-day continuous trip might cover 15,000 kIn.)

Boredom, rather than hunger, might be the major com
plaint. South America would then receive any canoe that
failed to find an island, and a few strangers arriving on the west
coast could be absorbed, or killed, without leaving a trace. (Yet
at some point, New World sweet potatoes found their way out
to the i land .)

WHAT HAPPENED IN 535 AD?

What we know directly comes from eyewitne s accounts
of consequences far from the action (collected by Keys 2000),
and is little enough, but together these reports ju tify the name
'Dark Sun', and give us a foretaste of the 'nuclear winter' an
ticipated by Turco et al. (1983, 1990):

Zacharias of Mytilene (6th century): 'the sun began to be
darkened by day and the moon by night' (Hamilton and Brook
1899).

John the Lydian (Byzantine historian writing sometime
between AD 551 and AD 564): 'the sun became dim for nearly
the whole year' (Wachsmuth 1897).

Procopius of Caesarea (in Palestine) [born ca AD
490/507- died ca AD 560]: 'the un gave forth its light without
brightness like the moon during the whole year' (Procopius
4.14.5).

Cassiodorus [Roman bureaucrat under Gothic emperors,
born AD 484-490, died AD 584-590]: 'The sun ... seems to
have 10 t its wonted light, and appears of a bluish colour. We
marvel to ee no shadows of our bodies at noon, to feel the
mighty vigour of the sun's heat wasted into feebleness, and the
phenomena which accompany an eclipse prolonged through
almost a whole year. We have had ... a summer without heat ...
the crop have been chilled by north winds ... the rain is de
nied .. .' (O'Donnell 1979, Mommsen 1894).
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John of Ephesus [earliest Syriac historian, born ca AD
505, died ca AD 585]: 'The sun became dark and its darkness
lasted for 18 months. Each day it shone for about 4 hours, and
still thi light was only a feeble shadow ... the fruits did not
ripen and the wine tasted like our grapes'. The original is lost,
but John was quoted by Michael the Syrian [Syrian Orthodox
Patriarch, 1166-1199] (Chabot 1963).

We can deduce even from these telegraphic accounts that
ometbing a long way from the Mediterranean put dust or aero
01 into the stratosphere, too tenuous to see, but capable of re

flecting enough incoming energy to cool the Earth. There is
evidence from many sources, both historical and in the mute
(but noisy) record of tree rings, ice cores, and lake varves, for
worldwide cooling in 535. Between cooling and shading, crop
failed, leading to famine, cannibalism, and rebellion. Rainfall
patterns changed, producing both droughts and floods. Plague,
carried by rats spreading from African reservoirs, decimated
urban centers in the Middle East. Demographic displacement
from the Asian steppes brought barbarians to the Roman em
pire. Keys (2000) fills 8 chapters with such consequences, in
cluding the rise of Islam, and speaks of the 'resyncbronizing' of
hi tory, much like restarting an auto race after a mass collision
at the first comer.

This spring in Ireland has been a bit cool, dark, and
damp - but having recently spent 5 years in Bergen, where
moist air that has been over the relatively warm North Atlantic
Drift suddenly climbs 600 m cliffs, anywhere else seems dry
and sunny. Irish farmers make ilage (plastic-wrapped hay pre-
erved by anoxic fermentation, which need not be dried before

wrapping) for winter feed, but gras growth has been so low
that ilage harvested to date is a mere 10% ofno~ Farmers
are already talking with bankers, and warning that they will
need government help to get through the winter. Tax income
being down for other reasons, we have the makings of a local
economic disaster from weather conditions that I had not even
noticed. Irish historians suggest that the Cbristianization of Ire
land was a consequence of the 535 event, after people lost faith
in the old fertility gods when the crops failed. The climatic ef
fects of stratospheric aerosol are complex, because the Mie
(light-scattering) equations are highly non-linear in their de
pendence upon particle size, composition, and shape. Resi
dence time depends upon the latitude and season of injection.
The size of a sulfuric acid particle (volcanic emanation) de
pends upon the vapor pressure of water. Size matters because
the incoming solar spectrum and the outgoing infrared spec
trum are scattered differently. Theory suggests that while aero
sol in general reflect solar energy away from the earth, if they
are larger than 2.2 microns they may lead to net warming, be
cause backscattered outgoing infrared radiation exceeds the
loss of incoming energy (Hengeveld and Kertland 1995). In
short, in the absence of con training data, a skillful atmo pheric
modeler can produce nearly any climatic scenario you want
from stratospheric particle . The possible sources of trato
spheric aerosol are a major volcanic explosion, or a moderate
cosmic strike. Since our experience with volcanoes is exten
sive, we will describe a known volcanic event first.
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VULCANISM

If the 535 event was a volcanic explosion. it was larger
than the well documented explosions of Krakatoa on 23 August
1883. These were heard 4800 krn away at Rodriguez Island,
near Mauritius. Barometers detected atmospheric shock waves
circling the globe 3 times. The resulting tsunami, running in
shallow water and impeded by complex topography, was 35 m
high, destroyed 300 towns, killed 36,000 people, carried 600
ton coral blocks ashore, and deposited a Dutch warship 2.5 km
inland. The explo ion turned a 425 m island peak into a 275 m
seabed (Decker and Decker 1981). Twenty kID3 of rock turned
to volcanic dust in the atmosphere, reaching a height of 80 km
and producing complete darkne for 2 days over a radius of 80
kID. It was responsible for glorious sunset around the world for
the next 3 years - some of them spectacularly green. This type
of eruption is called Plinian, after Pliny's description of Vesu
vius: shallow premonitory earthquakes over a period of months,
then deep earthquake - indicative of magma rising by buoy
ancy through the crust - then an explosive eruption producing
ignimbrites (ash particles so hot they weld together as they fall)
and pumice (rock so full of gas vesicles that it floats on water).
There are no lava flows. A Plinian eruption requires a hot fluid
magma that is saturated with gas at pressures ome distance
below the surface; subducted seafloor with high water and car
bonate contents is the cu tomary starting material.

If enough magma escapes in the initial eruption, the en
closing shell of the volcano collapses into the magma chamber,
creating a caldera. If this happens on an island, sea water floods
the hole, the heat energy of the remaining magma convert
water to steam, and the resulting 'pbreatomagmatic' eruption
can be many times more violent than the initial explo ion. The
sequence produces 2 explosions ome hour apart, with the sec
ond one more violent.

There are several ways to measure the ize of an eruption,
of which the easiest is the intensity and magnitude pair.

Intensity ranges from 1 to 12 and is given by:
Intensity = 10gIO [mass-eruption-rate/(kg/s)] + 3
Magnitude ranges from 0 to 7 and is given by:
Magnitude = 10gIO (erupted-masslkg) -7
These are most useful for volcanoes that remain in place

after the eruption. Volcanoes that disappear, leaving a caldera,
are another matter entirely, and are best measured on a less ea 
ily defined scale known as the Volcanic Explosivity Index, or
VEl, also logarithmic, shown in Table 1. The VEl is composite
and depends to ome extent on the observations of survivors, if
available.

Tambora, which eems to have been somewhat smaller
than 535, produced the 'year without a summer'. Although it
lowered the mean temperature of the northern hemi phere by
only 0.4-0.7°C, it snowed every month of the year 1816 in Nell
England (Stommel and Stommel 1979). Lamb's (1970) 'Dust
Veil Index', which attempts to estimate the hi tory of trato
spheric dust concentrations, unfortunately does not extend back
before 1500. Even the encyclopedic Natural Climate Variabil·
ity on Decade-to-Century Time Scales (NRC 1995) knows
nothing about 535. Still, there is a statistical association be·
tween volcanic activity and global temperatures over the last
millennium (Hammer et al. 1980). The Medieval Climatic
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Table 1. Volcanic Explosivity Index.
( from http://volcano.und.nodakedulvwdoc /eruption_ cale.html)

VEl Plume Ejecta Type Eruptions in Example
Height Volume last 104 years

0 <100m 103s m3 Hawaiian daily Kilauea

I <1 Ian 104s m3 Hawaiian! daiJy Stromboli
Strombolian

2 1-5 Ian 106s m3 Strombolian! 3913 Galeras, 1922 Usu,
VuJcanian 2000

3 3-15 kIn 107s m3 VuJcanian 720 Ruiz, 1985 Lopevi,
2000

4 10-25 kIn lOSs m3 VuJcanian! 131 Pelee, 1902 Ra-
Plinian baul, 1994

5 >25 kIn 1 lan3 Plinian 35 Vesuvius, AD 79
St. Helens, 1980

6 >25 kIn lOs lan3 Plinian!U1tra- 16 Thera, 1470 Be
Plinian Krakatoa, 1883

Pinatubo, 199 t
Katmai, 1912

7 >25 Ian 100 lan3 Ultra-Plinian I Tambora, 1815

8 >25 Ian lO00s lan3 Ultra-Plinian 0 Yellowstone

Optimum (1100-1250) was a period of low volcanism, while
relatively high volcanism (1250-1500 and 1550-1700) occurs
within the Little Ice Age.

There is so far no unequivocal scientific evidence ft't the
nature of the 535 event. Keys examines 137 possible volcanoes,
and makes a good case for an earlier and larger Krakatoan ex
plosion being the culprit, but thi i ba ed entirely on circum
stantial evidence. There is a dominant layer of pyroclastic ma
terial from a major explo ion in Krakatoan ash deposits. Har
aldur Sigurdsson's radiocarbon date from charcoal from 5 lay
ers below this layer is 6600 BC, while the next layer above
gives 1215-1300 AD. No charcoal was found in exposed sec
tions of the pyroclastic layer, so it remains undated. The span
ning dates permit a 535 explosion, but do not demand it, and do
not even constrain it greatly; the problem i that no one has sys
tematically excavated a trench looking for datable charcoal in
the various layers. Krakatoa needs no motive, lacks an alibi,
and certainly has the mean, but may not have had the opportu
nity. One expects a massive young caldera in the Sunda Strait,
and Keys offers 3 possible site . With diameters between 30
and 55 km, these are all much larger than the 1883 caldera,
which fits inside the islands of Verlaten, Lang, and the remain
der of Krakatoa (Simkin and Fiske 1983). These islands appear
to define an older lO-km caldera, possibly from the explosion
which produced the thickest ash layer. Unfortunately, Keys
presents no bathymetry to support the identification of these
sites as possible calderas.

Although oceanography in the Sunda Strait is somewhat
inhibited by the activity of pirate (Wang et al. 2000), recent
work has shown that the Sunda Strait itself i not a caldera, but
an extensional graben produced by tress a sociated with the
differing behavior of the Indian plate as it disappears beneath
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Asia at 6 cm/year, uplifting the Himalayas, but sub
ducting in Indonesia. Thi has the incidental effect
of separating Sumatra from Java. Bathymetric im
agery shows that deep pots in the graben are filled
with several kilometer of sediment, dating from
Oligocene to Pleistocene without disturbance
(Lelgemann et al. 2000). Keys (2000) found a pas
sage in the Chine e Nan-shi (History of the South
ern Dynasties) which reports double thunder from
the southwest, not a sociated with a torm, in 535.
Krakatoa, however, is directly outh of where the
Nan-shi was written; the tip of India is southwe t.
This is a minor point, because low-frequency sound
is hard to place, and atmospheric effects can dis
place distant noi es.

Could it be that the 535 caldera was at the site
of the 1883 caldera because volcanic regrowth had
turned the old caldera into a new peak? Nea
Karneni, in the caldera of Thera, has grown from a
700 m bottom in 3500 years (Antonopoulo 1992),
compared to Anak Krakatoa's 275 min 120 years,
sugge ting that Krakatoa refills faster than some
explosive volcanoes. Still, the 1883 explosion fol
lows rather too closely upon a giant 535 explosion.
Krakatoa's recharge rate depends upon unknown
subsurface dynamics, but with 2000 active volca
noes and fewer than 40 eruptions with VEL :-6 in the

last 2 million years, it seems unlikely that Krakatoa could have
produced 2 of them. (The tremendous lava volumes of flood
basalts such as the Siberian and Deccan Traps - 2x106 km3

over a million-year period - are not ubduction related but the
result of mantle plumes (White and McKenzie 1995)). Baillie
(1994) pointed out that Greenland ice cores show no volcanic
activity in 535, and sugge ted a co mic trike.

THE COSMIC ALTERNATIVES

The alternative to volcanism i a cosmic strike of orne
sort, by comet (a dirty snowball, flying gravel bank, or miscel
laneous solid core surrounded by miscellaneous softer ices) or
asteroid (a rock or a lump of nickel-iron). The possible variety
of flying objects offers a variety of results. The book one wants
is Clube and Napier (1997), Catastrophes and Comets: The
Destroyers of Cosmic Faith; unfortunately, thi book i still
unpublished as I write. In its absence I have referred to the re
search papers of the authors. but the non-a tronomical reader
will probably find the book more generally informative.

The solar system oscillates through the galactic plane with
a period near 33 million years (Rampino and Stothers 1986).
When crossing this cluttered environment, the Oort cloud of
comets - extending (by definition) halfway to the nearest
stars - is disturbed, producing a 2-million-year pul e of large
comets (50-100 km) that cro s Earth orbit. The e orbits take
several paths: some are hyperbolic and leave after a single visit;
others form long ellipses, from which they may eventually be
deflected by Jupiter or Saturn and captured in chaotic orbits
inside the orbit of Uranus. Five percent of these end up in rela
tively stable orbits in the 'cometary graveyard' inside the aster
oid belt, called the 'ApoUo-Amor-Aten (AAA) system', after 3
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of its members. The cometary pulse dissipates with a half Life of
5 million years; we currently appear to be about 10 million
year into this process. Part of the dis ipation is by the forma
tion of tails, which are dust particles driven outward by photon
pressure and the solar charged-particle wind. This material re
mains in interplanetary space and shows up as dust trail which
eventually diffuse to produce the faint glow of zodiacal Light.
Another more emphatic form of dissipation is collision with
planets, of which more below.

ASTEROID IMPACf

There are orne 200 possible astroblemes (eroded asteroid
impact ite) visible from satellites. At one time, the Earth was
a peppered with astrobleme as the Moon is with craters, but
plate tectonics, orogeny, and erosion have moothed most of
them. Still, asteroid impacts make up for their rarity by the se
verity of their consequences: the mass extinctions that mark the
end of geological ages correspond unambiguously with the
date of the 25 large t astroblemes (Afanas'ev and Fel'dman
1996), and with the cro ing of the galactic plane (Olano 2000).
(Confusingly, flood basalts also correlate reasonably well with
extinctions (Coffin and Eldholm 1994), although there is no
conceivable connection between the two mechanisms.) The best
known such strike was the KT (end of Cretaceous, beginning of
Tertiary) event, respon ible for the demi e of the dino aur 65
million years ago. Thi was a 1O-to-15-km nickel-iron asteroid
which hit at Chicxulub in Yucatan (pope et al. 1991, Hildebrand
et al. 1991), creating a circular impact structure 300 km in di
ameter (Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al. 1996) containing characteri 
tically shocked minerals, and leaving an iridium-rich layer
nearly everywhere around the world. There is no other reason
able explanation of this layer (Alvarez et al. 1980), for iridium,
a rare metal of the platinum group, i a sideropile which i e
lectively concentrated in the nickel-iron core of a planet during
core formation.

The con equences of the KT impact were enormous, exter
minating 70% of all biological families. In some places, rocks
just below the boundary show a flora of 65 species; tho e
above, 8 species. The conversion of kinetic energy to heat on
impact explosively vaporizes a solid projectile and some of the
receiving crust. (Only meteor small enough to be slowed by the
atmosphere, and large enough to escape complete bum-up,
make it to become collectible meteorites.) The KT impactor
started worldwide fires, producing enough soot and dust to hide
the sun for at least 6 months. By unlucky chance, Chicxulub
wa an evaporite basin containing anhydrite, a calcium sulphate,
which when converted to a plasma in the presence of steam pro
duces gaseous sulfuric acid. Sulfuric acid is hygroscopic and
collects water forming a stratosphere aerosol. This reflected
enough sunlight to reduced the surface temperature by an aston
ishing 3 to 10°C for several years. Fire, darkness, and cold be
tween them killed large animals, many plants, and many pri
mary consumers of photosynthesis (such as pelagic fish). Small
animal , burrowers, bird, deepwater fi h, and scavengers ur
vived omewhat better. The KT event was considerably larger
than the asteroids that are currently in Earth-crossing orbit .
Keys (2000) ugge ts a that 4-krn asteroid would have been
adequate to produce the 535 event.
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Some 60 known asteroids this size have Earth-cro ing
orbits, and one hits us every 50 million years or so. A difficulty
with the asteroid hypothesis is that no modern crater i known
on Indonesian land, or in shallow water, so the impact site
would have been in the deep ocean, similar to an old 40 km cra
ter off the coast of Nova Scotia now buried beneath 500 m of
ediment. The resulting tsunami would have been far more im

pressive than a volcanic tsunami, and should have left traces,
both geological and folkloric, around the edges of whatever
ocean it hit. We eem to lack this ort of evidence. AI 0, Chicx
ulub to the contrary notwithstanding, an asteroid strike does not
normally generate long-la ting sulfate aerosol. The only prob
able impact site in Southeast Asia seems to be Lake TonIe Sap
in central Cambodia, which has been suggested as the ource of
the Australasian tektite (bits of silicate glass, aerodynamically
haped) strewn field (Hartung and Koeberl 1994), but this hap

pened 0.77 million years ago (Claeys 1995).

COMETARY ENCOUNTER

Comets are fragile object, and perihelion passage is hard
on them. They degas and fracture, eventually forming a stream
of large object strung out along the orbit, (as we aw with
Shoemaker-Levy 9) surrounded by an equal mas of gravel, fine
dust, and gas. Orbital resonances with Jupiter are a lively re-
earch topic at the moment (Koon et al. 2001), and seem to be

what stretches cometary material along the orbit (Clube and
Napier 1987). Thi lowly expanding stream continues to orbit
the sun; when the Earth pa se through an old depleted tream,
the gravel produce a meteor shower. The best known shower
impact was on 12 February 1947 at Sikhote-Alin, north of
Vladivostok. This was apparently a compact but uncon olidated
object of some 100 tons when it hit the atmosphere, which
broke up at an altitude of 4.5 km and peppered a 5 by 15 krn
ellipse with iron meteorites (some 8000 of which have been col
lected, one weighing 1.8 ton ), and sounding like at artillery
barrage in the process (Gallant 19). The iron suggests that this
was an asteroid; the aerial breakup is more characteristic of a
comet, but the discoveries of a teroids with moons (Merline et
al. 1999), and boulders on the surface (Thomas et al. 2001),
suggests that asteroids need not be monolithic, and "stony
irons" contain both iron and gravel.

When the Earth passes through a young stream, avoiding
collision with the major members, enough fine dust may enter
the stratosphere to trigger an ice age. Clo e pas age to the main
body may result in fragmentation. Clube and Napier (1984) ug
gest from orbital calculations (Steel et al. 1991) that some
20,000 years ago, a large (50-100 km) comet entered the AAA
system and disintegrated in 3 major episodes in 2800 BC, 1000
BC, and 500 AD, forming, in the process: Encke's comet (3.30
year period), the Taurid (July) meteor stream, episodes of en
hanced zodiacal Light (apparently confused with the Milky Way
by early observer ), a piece which hit the moon in 1178, the
Tunguska fireball of 1908, a number of l-km object (A her et
al. 1993), a fireball warm in 1951, and a series of boulder-sized
lunar impacts in 1975. Possibly relevant to our discussion, a
major bit of the ca. AD 500 disintegration is so far unaccounted
for (Clube and Asher 1990).

The spectacular impacts of Shoemaker-Levy 9 on Jupiter
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were a high point of 1994 astronomy, and offer a convincing
demonstration of the possibility of cometery strikes. The minor
blips een on Jupiter would have wiped out human civilization
had they hit the Earth. A comet strike in the Indian Ocean
would not leave a crater, nor would it generate much sulfuric

Table 2. Alternatives for the 535 event.

Event Stratospheric Site mark Advance
aerosol warning

Volcano Usual Caldera Earthquake

Asteroid Marine strike Crater None

Comet Marine trike Perhaps none Low end-on
visibility

acid, which is the usual aerosol found in the stratosphere. How
ever, the eruptions of El Chich6n since 1982 have shown that
NaCI can form an important part of volcanic aero 01 (Woods et
al. 1985), uggesting that NaCl aerosol may have made some
contribution to the climatic effects of earlier eruptions. Not yet
available i an estimate of the aerosol that might be produced by
a cometary marine strike. Even the gentle evaporation of sea
water i a complex process which can produce some 200 differ
ent salts and hydrates, and the required foundation of kinetic
and thermodynamic data, even at ordinary temperatures, does
not yet exi t. Contemporary modeling of the chemistry of vol
canic aero 01 is limited to known ga -particle reactions
(Fridlind and Jacobson 2000).

Light cattering by small particles can be very low in the
backward direction for tran parent objects, 0 the view an
incoming comet on a collision cour e may how only a small
and inconspicuous blur, no more noticeable than an approaching
a teroid in pre-telescopic days, and thus unlikely to be recorded
in historical sources. Table 2 suggests some differences in the 3
candidate for the 535 event. We have con idered only 1 vol
cano: Key looked at 173 and thought Krakatoa the most likely,
but a noted, the "refIlling time" seems too short. Alternative
sites have not been entirely ruled out. The lack of an asteroid
impact ite on land, and the lack of evidence for a major tsu
nami, argue against a solid impactor. A cometary marine strike
eems most likely, with the absence of a comet from the u ually

observant Chinese a result of a low-visibility head-on approach.

INDONESIAN AFFAIRS

The equels of the 535 event in the West include plagues,
famine , barbarian irruption , collap e of empires, and religiou
upheavals. Another less noticeable, but perhaps more important
consequence was that Justinian, in the bope of appeasing an an
gry deity by shutting down a source of contentious debate, fIred
the last pagan teachers from Plato's Academy. He thus inadver
tently helped to usher in the 800 year of intellectual stagnation
which we call the Dark Ages. With so much to answer for far
from the source, it would be urpri ing if the 535 event had not
had some effect on Indonesia. While there is little direct record
of anything bappening, this may simply mean that the event de
stroyed the infrastructure required for the recording of hi tory.
The indefatigable Keys did turn up a written account from Indo
ne ia. This is from the Javane e Pustaka Raja Purwa (Book of

Ancent Kings), and after orne preliminary description which
would fIt any major eruption it adds the remarkable pa age
(Keys 2000:387):

At la t, the mountain burst into pieces with a tremen
dous roar and ank into the deepest of the earth. The
water of the ea rose and inundated the land. The
land became ea and the island [of Java/Sumatra]
divided into two parts.

This reads like an eyewitness account of an extraordinary
phreatomagmatic explosion creating the Sunda Strait, but the
major consequence of this report is to muddy the waters. The
problems lie in the reliability of the ource, the absence of any
solid evidence of a 535 explosion, the sediments in the Sunda-
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Figure 2. Indonesian cuJtures before and after 535 AD. The ellipse
suggests a possible footprint for a cometary strike. CuJtures in
Borneo, Bunna, Thailand, and the PhiJlipines were also replaced at
thi time (Cultural areas after Keys 2000).

graben, the internal dating of thi event to the year 416, more
than a century too early, and the fact that the Strait is a geologi
cally old tensional graben rather than a historical caldera. The e
problems are not necessarily fatal. Hyperbole is the u ual com
panion of disaster. The earliest extant copy of the Pustaka is a
manu cript from 1869. Copyists have been known to get dates
wrong by far more than this, and reasonable de cription of
other eruptions have survived centuries of oral tran mission. On
the other hand, Indonesia has no dearth of volcanoe , whose
eruption could have colored the phraseology of copyists down
the millennia.

CULTURES VANISHED

Figure 2 incorporates a map from Keys that show di con-
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tinuities in Southeast Asian cultures. The chances are good that
tills map is incomplete and could be extended to show addi
tional disruption . One of the vanished cultures will serve to
indicate just how much there is to be explained here. Oc Eo was
the maritime capital of the IGngdom of Funan (phu Nam) in
Cambodia and south Vietnam from the 151 to 6th centuries, culti
vating rice, beans, and cotton, raising pigs, sheep, and ele
phants, and worshipping Hindu gods. Situated in the Mekong
Delta, the city had trade links with Rome, Greece, Persia, India,
Burma and China. Exports included cotton, silk, sandalwood,
rhinoceros hom, parrots, gold, silver, bronze, copper, lapis laz
uli, mother-of-pearl, jewelry, ivory, and crystal and colored
glass. Complex 'Indo-Pacific' glass beads (like those made in
Venice a millennium later) were made by an ancient Indian
process similar to one patented by the Libby Glass Co. in 1917,
and exported to all of Asia and Africa, including Madagascar
(Francis 2001). Oc Eo was built on piles and connected by ca
nals, and was always troubled by flooding. While the cause of
it sudden demise remains a mystery, the probable flooding of
535 would have been more than sufficient to bury it in mud,
where it remained until it was discovered in 1940. One suspects
that Oc Eo too was surrounded by a nimbus of 'sea gypsies' .

Figure 2. shows Indonesian culture before and after AD
535. The ellipse suggests a possible footprint for a cometary
strike. Cultures in Borneo, Burma, Thailand, and the Phillipines
were also replaced a tills time. (Cultural areas after Keys
2000:390.) As an interesting aside, I have found some web
page (http://wwwehltflinders.edu.au/Archaeology/*Smi thl
Gender/ 1998/horne/quotes.htrnl) in wltich the hi tory of Java
ignores everything prior to the new cultures of the 7th century.

CO CLUSIO S AND POTE TIAL THEsIS PROJECfS

It is difficult to draw solid conclusions about the effects of
the 535 event on the Pacific, largely because the Indo-Pacific
research comrnumty has not yet responded to it. References
from the Late Antiquity web site (see Further Reading below),
and Gunn' s (2000) collection bring together studies of Europe,
Africa, Asia, and MesoAmerica, but little from the Indo-Pacific.
Given the high probability that the event was centered in South
east Asia, tills seems a bit remiss. There is a curiou and arbi
trary division between 'Asia' and 'Pacific' in some disciplines,
which runs the boundary vertically between Irian Jaya and
Papua-New Guinea. Is it the case that tills imaginary line has
taken on more reality than it should? I am not qualified to enter
the minefield of debate about who settled what, when, from
whence in Eastern Polynesia, but merely want to add the rugh
probability of an outward push from Southeast Asia in AD 535,
whose effects were felt westward as far as Rapa Nui is ea t
ward.

With respect to the settlement of Rapa Nui, I do not mean
to disparage the early radiocarbon dating when I say that it
would be desirable to redo it. Please read tills comment as sup
port for research funding to bring modem methods to bear on
the problem, and not as a criticism of early work. Beta counting
is a very crude tool compared to mass pectrometric isotope
analysis, and (as a quondam beta-counter myself) I am not truly
happy with any of the dates I have seen, so I am reluctant to
base any strong conclusions on them. Dating is important be-
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cause the hypothesis of a 535-related settlement of Rapa Nui
could easily be falsified by a firm occupancy date (as distin
guished from an exploratory visit) of AD 400 , or a first-arrival
date of AD 650 .

There is surely charcoal somewhere in the pyroclastic
layer of the Krakatoa ash. Dating tills layer (and other) i a pro
ject wruch could be solved merely by throwing money at it
There are several others avenues wruch might also be explored.
People acquainted with Polynesian, Indonesian, and Malagasy
languages they tell me that no one has had rea on to make lin
guistic comparisons between the end members of tills sequence.
A glottochronological analysis of the relations among the lan
guages of Borneo, Polynesia and Madaga car would be of some
interest. However, the magnitude of a thorough investigation of
such linguistic links should be considered by any prospective
graduate student: as counted by "splitters", there are 726 living
languages in Indonesia (which includes the larger part of Bor
neo), 139 in Malaysia (whose provinces Sabah and Sarawak are
in Borneo), and 17 in Brunei (a small enclave on Borneo) (SIL
2002).

The Indo-Pacific beads found in Madagascar have not
been analyzed for date and provenance. This needs doing!
Keys's research, however thorough for the author of a broad
view of rustory, suggests additional areas for serious digging by
specialists. A critical tudy of the Pustaka Raja Purwa would
not be out of order. There might well be more information than
Keys (2000) dug up, and every manuscript has more to reveal
than appear on the surface. It would also be of interest to look
for 535-related cultural change over a broader area, particularly
toward India. The question of what happened on Borneo seems
wide open.

Finally, it might be possible to see if orbital dynamics al
lows the missing piece from the ca AD 500 breakup of the
Encke progenitor to rut the Earth in 535. Did the 535 event oc
cur near the end of June? Does the Nan-shi mention till ? A
questions for physical chemi ts: starting from a seawater plasma
at ground zero, cooling adiabatically as it rises to the strato
sphere, what is the expected size, hape, and composition of the
resulting stratospheric aerosol? And finally, a question for opti
cal physicists: The blue coloration of the sun mentioned by Cas
siodorus tells us sometillng about the aero 01 re pon ible.
(There have been related epi odes of blue moons - not to be
confused with "cylindrical 'blue moons"', which have, by a
comedy of errors, lately become particular choices for the 13 th

lunation in a solar year (see 01 on et al. 1999), but rare in
stances of the moon appearing blue - after Krakatoa in 1883,
and in Newfoundland after forest fires in 1951.) Light-scattering
calculations deal with increasingly complex particles as com
puters become more powerful. Spheres are now easy, but what
are the chances of useful results from cubical aerosols?
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